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Medical Humanities: time to join the mainstream of medical education
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**Abstract**

Medical Humanities has grown in stature and scholarship in recent years. Much of the credit for this must go to academic humanists. Medical academics, with some notable exceptions, have not taken ownership of the discipline. The time has come for this to change. The medical humanities have so much to offer students in this era of patient-centred healthcare that this imbalance must be addressed. It's time for medical humanities to move from the periphery of medical education to a central role in the undergraduate curriculum.

**Keywords:** Medical Humanities; narrative medicine; patient stories; patient centred care; curriculum development; professionalism

**Introduction**

There is most definitely a need to bring the humanities to a more central position within medical education. Why do so many medical humanities modules languish on the periphery in elective and special study modules? Is there an over-reliance on humanities departments and not enough involvement from medical schools?

I would like to use this paper to argue, through the prism of narrative medicine, how the medical humanities would benefit from a rebalancing of its influences and drivers.

**Discussion**

As the authors of the editorial in this theme issue have pointed out, (quoting Frenk et al), “professional education has not kept pace with challenges [in healthcare delivery] largely because of fragmented, out-dated, and static curricula.
that produce ill-equipped graduates” (Frenk et al., 2010) (McFarland et al 2018).

In its 2010 report on medical education in the US, the Carnegie Foundation found the system to be “inflexible, overly long and not learner- centred.” It noted a lack of holistic learning about patients’ experiences, and perhaps most disturbingly that “the pace and commercial nature of healthcare often impede the inculcation of fundamental values of the profession.” In short, a technocratic, reductionist system had taken hold. (Cooke et al 2010).

However all is not lost. The Core Curriculum for Sociology in UK Undergraduate Medical Education (BeSST, 2018), produced by the Behavioural & Social Sciences Teaching in Medicine (BeSST) Sociology Steering Group brings a renewed emphasis on an authentic curriculum based on real medical practice.

Medical humanities have a crucial role in “humanizing” the future practitioner. As underlined in this theme edition’s editorial, the human condition cannot be fully understood by scientists. Iona Heath, a long- standing advocate for narrative medicine in the UK states: “Most clinicians are not scientists; they have a different responsibility – to attempt to relieve distress and suffering ....” (Heath, 2016)

In their recently published paper in this journal, “Integrating humanities curricula in medical education: a literature review”, Taylor, Lehmann and Chisholm pinpointed a weakness in how medical humanities are currently taught:

“Most of the curricula were described as running separately to biomedical teaching on areas such as pathology, biochemistry or physiology. They were often taught by arts educators, without clinician involvement. This could limit the potential for students to understand how humanities can contribute to all areas of medicine as opposed to simply communication or writing skills.”

The authors posit that adopting an integrated collaborative approach to teaching, with arts educators working alongside clinicians could help to bridge the gap between science education and humanities education. (Taylor et al, 2018)

For that to actually happen, however, would mean a much greater involvement in, and commitment to, the medical humanities by mainstream medical educators. Without prioritisation of resources and a restructuring of medical school curricula, there is a not insubstantial risk of medical humanities continuing to be a “Cinderella” discipline, languishing on the periphery of medical education.

In criticizing the dearth of clinicians involved in teaching medical humanities, the contribution of academic humanists must be lauded. Indeed without their extended scholarship, medical humanities could not have developed as it has. It is a sign of maturity on the part of these academics that they have reached a point where reflective criticism has emerged. Perhaps the most comprehensive avenue of criticism suggested for narrative medicine comes from Angela Woods in the Journal of Medical Ethics: Medical Humanities. She describes some seven dangers in the dominant medical humanities approach to narrative including the core issue of whether all human beings are “naturally narrative”. It leads to the question: is narrative always healthy and good in the case of illness? (Woods 2011)

Among her specific concerns are the extent to which we can we trust that people’s stories of illness faithfully describe “what it is really like”; is there a danger in overinflating what counts as narrative; and practitioners working with narrative in medicine often overlook the cultural and historical dimensions of the narrative form.

Responding to Woods challenge, “to reignite critical debates” around the limits of narrative, McKechnie looks to identify ways to re-place narrative at the centre of medical practice by “reassessing the role of the narratee in the
narrative process.” Defining narrative in terms of the listener, McKechnie avers that however loosely based on fact, the narratee formulates a story to make sense of what they see, hear and experience. However, McKechnie also cautions that the narrative that takes shape in the health professional’s mind may not be an accurate reflection of the patient’s account of what has happened to them. ([McKechnie 2014]) Acknowledging the complexity and intricacy of narrative, she concludes:

“the boundaries of narrativity, then, should be expanded to include those forms of expression that Woods refers to as non-narrative because even (and sometimes especially) non-verbal expression requires language and narrative ordering in the construction of expression and in the process of meaning making.”

Wald advocates the introduction of narrative medicine initiatives in the Pre-clinical year ‘getting their [students] feet wet,’-with the aim of cultivating more sophisticated reflection skills in the clinical years and beyond. (Wald 2011). This was one of the guiding principles when developing teaching modules for medical students in Trinity College Dublin and the National University of Ireland, Galway. These modules involve students listening to stories (not taking traditional histories) from inpatients, reflecting on them and then presenting for discussion in a small-group environment.

There is a relative dearth of evidence for the impact of medical humanities teaching on future doctor performance. Ousager and Johannessen carried out a literature review covering 245 articles written between 2000 and 2008. ([Ousager and Johannessen 2010])

The results showed that just 9 articles provided evidence of attempts to document the long–term impacts of teaching medical humanities modules to undergraduates. As the authors note, few aspects of medical education are able produce empirical evidence of their value in training doctors, and, in medical humanities perhaps more than other courses, it is challenging to identify measurable learning outcomes. However, not unreasonably, they warn that, in an era of evidence-based medicine, this lack of evidence could threaten the continued development of medical humanities courses in medical education.

Barber and Moreno-Leguizamon, in their paper “ Can narrative medicine education contribute to the delivery of compassionate care? A review of the literature” (Barber and Moreno-Leguizamon 2107) looked at whether there was sufficient evidence to demonstrate that narrative medicine education resulted in compassionate care. They concluded that

“Although the studies suggest that Narrative Medicine is beneficial, there is insufficient large-scale data to establish a higher clinical value. This is because there is a paucity of evidence demonstrating any behavioural outcomes in terms of follow-ups to individuals trained in narrative medicine or their long-term assessment, let alone the impact on patients.”

The findings in this review are therefore in keeping with previous literature reviews concerning results in humanities-based education: illustrating a beneficial effect on communication between doctors and patients, and personal growth including self-reflection and enjoyment in learning narrative medicine.

However it is time to approach this evidence deficit and do the “heavy lifting” required to show that narrative medicine, and by extension the medical humanities, make a difference to professional physician behaviour and patient outcome. The necessary research will require funding, time (long term follow-up) and determination.

As Blease suggests it is time for us to show instrumental value: “there are insidious consequences of placing the
humanities on a lofty pedestal, where they can be admired but do no heavy lifting, where they are above the workmanship of application.” (Blease 2016)

She speaks of the medical humanities “stick(ing) their head above the parapet.” This involves exposing ourselves to (at least) friendly fire. Which chimes with my call for more direct involvement of medical teachers and researchers if the humanities are to find an evidence- based place in medical education.

Conclusion

Future research must, unashamedly, focus on being relevant for day- to- day practice. Humanists and doctors need to construct a narrative medicine/medical humanities curriculum that reflects the realpolitik of modern medical practice and the need for students to retain a “lean” set of skills suitable for practical use on busy wards and overbooked clinics.

Patients must be part of planning as well as executing this research. We work in an era when patienthood is the overarching goal of medical education. But above all, the time has come to promote medical humanities from being a soft topic to one that is “hardened” by incorporating it into the core curriculum.

Let’s join together in developing a “how to” exercise aimed at mainstreaming medical humanities.

Take Home Messages

- Medical Humanities has a key role in the education of medical students
- It must be brought in from the cold of being an optional part of the curriculum optional
- Medical professionals need to take greater ownership of the discipline
- The lack of research into whether it changes medical practice in graduates must be addressed
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I greatly appreciated this paper, finding it to be like a "wake up call" for all those interested in seeing the Humanities take their place at the core of medical education. So, I am in complete agreement with the sentiment of the paper, agreeing that now is the time to act and combat this creeping reductionism that is rife in medical education and practice, and as the author says so clearly we MUST not let Medical Humanities languish in the periphery, like a "Cinderella" discipline. It needs to be at the centre as it has a crucial role in "humanizing" future clinicians. I also applaud the author's focus on the patient role in both planning and executing the task ahead. I could not agree more. As the author mentions one of the main issues is the lack of evidence, which, along with the how, both needed to be seriously addressed in order to move forward. I would recommend that this article should be read by all interested in this topic. Thank you.
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Thank you Dr. Houston for delineating some key issues regarding implementation of medical humanities (MH) curriculum in health professions education. Within curriculum time constraints, what will be the convincing "evidence" for health professions education deans to find or create space to thread this into the curriculum rather than solely offering electives(s)? This is where the call for evidence of its value as you describe can be of help. The paper could be strengthened with some elaboration of this point, with literature showing benefits of including MH within health professions education. There has been some work done on narrative medicine and empathy for example, Chen et al 2016, BMC Med Educ. A hot off the press Commentary on MH in medical education and practice (Wald et al, 2018 Med Teacher) may have some helpful content. Consider the reference in that Commentary to Peterkin’s work on integrating MH within science curriculum... The paper may also be strengthened with some inclusion of the author’s own experience and some concrete details on the Trinity College/National University of Ireland module that is mentioned. Of note, when citing the following, "Most clinicians are not scientists; they have a different responsibility – to attempt to relieve distress and suffering ...." (Heath, 2016), please consider the view that all clinicians should be scientists and approach their practice with rigor even while attempting to relieve distress and suffering...these can co-exist and should without an artificial divide. This may be generalized to the inclusion of MH as you have suggested-assessment can be part of the implementation strategy and is integral to curriculum development as per Kern’s work. Check out Wald et al 2015 Acad Med for an example EHR curriculum that integrates narrative medicine! A tangible exemplar. There appears to be a missing reference for Wald, 2011-Applciate the citation! We are on the cusp of some valuable MH inroads, thanks for contributing to this vital conversation!
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I couldn't agree more with the aims of this article; medicine is an art as much as a science and there is
increasing evidence to show that medical students, and the patients for whom they will care in future, could benefit from “a greater involvement in, and commitment to, the medical humanities by mainstream medical educators.” The example given of how patient narrative is currently treated and what might change if a more humanities approach to narrative were adopted is a fine example of the way in which medical education could benefit from an approach that is driven by some of the basic concepts in humanities. However, I am a little cautious about the conclusions drawn by the paper – that it is time to show that “narrative medicine and … medical humanities make a difference to professional physician behaviour and patient outcome”. These are fine aims, but by proposing these arguments we may paradoxically be weakening our justification for including art in the mainstream medical curriculum. Art will never have the objectively measurable influence on health that those who oppose its inclusion would require. I agree with Bleakley (2017) that the argument that the purpose of medical humanities should be to improve health is, in fact, a fallacy in any case. Bleakley reminds us that the point of art has always been to disrupt; to “ruffle feathers and upset preconceptions”. Moreover, as he observes, art is sometimes therapeutic - but can sometimes drive people to fury, frustration and bafflement. And it’s not always narrative based. Art is so much more than any of these utilitarian arguments would suggest. And many of the key arguments we use to defend the place of humanities may actually be limiting their importance as a fundamental human need. Let us therefore be cautious in our discussions around the place of art and humanities in the medical curriculum. We need to ensure that we are not selling our students and their patients (not to mention art itself) short, by attempting to make a workhorse out of a unicorn. https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/medu.13236
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Thank you for the opportunity to read and review this interesting paper. I agree with the author that Medical Humanities (MH) is most often at the fringes of medical education. When I first introduced a MH module at a Nepalese medical school it was as a voluntary module. Future modules were mandatory and facilitated by clinical educators and psychologists but were not really at the center of the curriculum. MH is often regarded as something which is good to know, appreciated by accreditors but not really at the center of things. I agree with the author that providing evidence for the effectiveness of MH in the short,
medium and long term is vital. Curricular decisions are often based on evidence of effectiveness and it is time that evidence for the effectiveness of MH is produced. There are a number of challenges in this regard as has been pointed out by the author. There are a few spelling errors which could be corrected. This paper will be of interest to all curriculum developers and medical educators and of special interest to those facilitating MH modules.
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An enjoyable and timely article that highlights a long standing issue with medical humanities. Whilst it is seen as a soft skill or even an ancillary skill, its role in medical education will fail to be utilised. As the author correctly states its subject matter seems to be squeezed between the traditional subjects such as physiology, pharmacology, pathology and so on. As someone involved with teaching medical humanities in my local University, I have found my combination of clinical experience with the knowledge of humanities has really interested the students and focussed their attention to its importance. Until the subject receives its rightful place future clinicians will be doomed to make the same mistakes as those who trod before us. How we do this though, still seems elusive.
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This is a good article and timely as medical Humanities are increasingly being discussed and promoted in medical curricula. However the authors have not given suggestions of how it can be integrated into the mainstream curriculum. Sometimes the impact of certain things are difficult to measure. Like love. Heisenberg's uncertainty principle showed we cannot measure something without disturbing it, but the disturbance and measurement were both real. So it is with humanities. It's need is real. It's impact difficult to fathom.
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An interesting paper that adds to our call for more Humanities within the undergraduate medical and I feel healthcare curricula. I think many who advocate such change would agree wholeheartedly with the author's views. I specifically appreciate the call for a more "so what" element to the introductions of the Humanities- we have to show / prove that adding the Humanities produces "better" doctors, equipped to provide a healthcare service appropriate for the changing needs of the population, however big, however diverse and wherever placed globally. I still feel that there is still more to be done in deciding on the appropriate way to integrate the Humanities into our curricula, so I feel that this paper could have been improved somewhat by including a brief description of how the author included it into the Trinity course- and expanding on how we evaluate such actions, perhaps these are the subject of other papers; we need to be practical as well as enthusiastic in our approaches.
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